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Life After Prison Chapter 1936-Even if Severin succeeded in refining the 
Prima Spirit Pill the first time, there was no guarantee he would succeed the 
second time. Moreover, the Prima Spirit Pill was a sixth–grade low–rank 
alchemical pill, which only had an increasing effect on the primal spirit. In 
other words, it had little effect on pushing breakthroughs in cultivation. 

Severin fired up the cauldron again. After refining all the remaining herbs into 
Prima Spirit Pill, he finally got more than twenty pills. Not only that, he was 
able to increase the success rate of Prima Spirit Pill to a hundred percent. He 
had finally leveled–up to a sixth–grade alchemist! 

“Phew! I finally made a breakthrough.” He happily wiped the sweat from his 
forehead. 

The sixth–grade alchemist’s understanding of medicinal properties far 
exceeded that of the previous fifth- grade alchemist. He could finally try to 
refine the other sixth grade alchemical pills! 

After resting for half a day, and after the spiritual energy in his energy core 
was filled, Severin set out to search for herbs in the square where the 
Alchemy Tower was located. 

This time he chose another sixth–grade alchemical pill, the Crystal Spring Pill! 
It was also Grandiuno Sect’s signature alchemical pill, which allowed those on 
the supreme saint level to improve their cultivation. 

The Crystal Spring Pill was a sixth–grade medium–rank alchemical pill. It was 
much more difficult to refine than the Prima Spirit Pill, and the herbs required 
were even more complicated, including not only rare thousand–year–old 
herbs, but also the blood of spirit beasts. 

Due to his extraordinary status as a core disciple and his recent reputation, 
Severin quickly found the herbs he was looking for. After finding enough 
ingredients for seven or eight alchemical pills, he returned directly to Pearl 
Light Isle to continue refining the pills. 

Thanks to the experience accumulated while simulating alchemy in the 
Alchemy Tower, Severin was able to refine the Crystal Spring Pill on his first 
try 



Life After Prison Chapter 1937-At that moment, Severin’s physical body was 
comparable to that of a ferocious wild beast, and the power of his energy was 
like a dragon. He was like a giant alchemical pill being refined by heaven and 
earth! 

It was no exaggeration to say that Severin could smash a mountain with his 
physical strength alone! As for his primal spirit, it was slightly inferior to his 
physical body. It could only unleash tens of miles outward and nine inches 
inward, but it was still far superior to cultivators of the same level. 

According to what he knew, an ordinary supreme saint cultivator could only 
unleash his primal spirit�which was born from the fusion of souls–ten miles 
outward and five inches inward. 

Even a level four supreme saint cultivator could only use his divine sense not 
more than fifteen miles, whereas Severin’s primal spirit was already at nine 
inches. It was like a mini humanoid sitting where his third eye was. 

As for spiritual energy, due to his experience in alchemy, the social energy in 
his energy core would become purer every time he refined pills again after his 
spiritual energy had dried up! 

All in all, Severin’s foundation was extremely solid. He only needed to open up 
his meridian points, and when they were all opened, he would be able to 
create a bridge between heaven and earth! 

After shaking his head to clear his mind, Severin sat cross–legged, took out a 
Crystal Spring Pill, and put it into his mouth. When the alchemical pill entered 
his mouth, it immediately turned into the purest herb power that poured into 
his limbs and bones. 

Sensing the power coursing through his body, he immediately started 
meditating and started practicing the techniques laid out in the Grandiuno 
Treasured Notes. 

At the same time, his primal spirit burst out, and he used his divine sense to 
control the herb power to stimulate the meridian points around his body. 

Through his divine sense, Severin saw the meridian points in his body, which 
were all shining brilliantly. Immediately afterwards, his meridian points were 
quickly filled with the surging spiritual energy of heaven. 



and earth, and continued to expand and grow as a deep aura emanated from 
them. 

A few seconds later, Severin’s aura became even more condensed, and he 
opened up the one hundred. 

Life After Prison Chapter 1938-Severin stood up slowly after the light rays 
from his eyes dissipated. He gently clenched his fists, and instantly his whole 
body crackled. The energy in his body vibrated unconsciously, causing the 
blood in his veins to gurgle like hot running lava. 

He felt that his power was several times stronger than before. In fact, he 
would be able to kill Shyam instantly with just one move at his cultivation level. 

After taking stock of the changes brought about by his cultivation 
breakthrough, Severin could not help but laugh. “I’m finally a level five 
supreme saint!” During this retreat, not only did he break through to the sixth–
grade alchemist, but his cultivation level also increased. How could he not feel 
happy? 

In fact, even though he was only a level give supreme saint, Severin was 
confident he could win against a level seven or even a level eight supreme 
saint with the help of his Divine Constitution, as well as the spiritual treasure 
Scarletsky Sword and the top–level divine skill Grandiuno Treasured Notes. 

He would need more than that to make a name for himself in Grandiuno Sect, 
but at least he would be able to protect all his wives. He knew many of the 
elite disciple in Grandiuno Sect was secretly dissatisfied with him because of 
how low his cultivation level was when he first joined the sect. Not to mention, 
Oskar decided to break precedent by making him a core disciple. 

He had his suspicions confirmed when Shyam challenged him to a fight later 
on. 

However, there would be fewer challenges now that he had leveled up to level 
five supreme saint. 

Severin was in a great mood. After collecting his thoughts, he opened the 
door and walked out. He then used his divine sense to sweep the entire Pearl 
Light Isle, and discovered that Diane and the others had actually left the 
training rooms. 



Unlike the elders, Diane and the others did not like playing chess. At that 
moment, there were admiring the flowers in the back garden. With Severin’s 
cultivation level, he could tell at a glance that all the girls had broken through 
to the level three supreme saint. 

Even a little girl like Selene, after practicing hard for the past six months, had 
unknowingly broken through to level nine royal saint, and was only half a step 
away from breaking through to the supreme saint realm. 

When Severin came out of his retreat, he felt even happier when he saw this. 

He Immediately unleashed his aura and went straight to the back garden to 
meet with Diane and the others. 

Gilda–who was playing with Selene–suddenly sensed Severin’s aura and said 
to the other girls, “Severin has come out of his retreat!” 12 Severin appeared 
before them as soon as she finished speaking. Diane’s face was full of 
surprise and joy as she rushed toward Severin. “Severin, it’s really you!” 
Sheila looked as charming as a fairy in her blue dress. Her eyes immediately 
lit up when she saw Severin. 

“Severin, you’ve made a breakthrough, haven’t you?” she asked happily. The 
women immediately gathered around him, and started talking at the same 
time. 

Severin was fine with the noise. After all, he had not seen them for a long 
time. 

Either he was in retreat, or the women were in retreat. Rarely did he have time 
to be as leisurely and relaxed as he was at that moment. 

He took Gilda and Diane’s arms, sat down on the rocking chair next to them, 
and said with a smile, “I just broke through to level five supreme saint.” There 
was no reason to hide his breakthrough from his wives. The women were not 
surprised at all to learn that Severin had achieved a breakthrough in 
cultivation. After all, Severin was the most talented amongst them all. He was 
already a level three supreme saint when he was in the sacred lake. 

Severin felt a little emotional as he gazed at his wives, who he had not seen 
for a long time. He immediately took out the Prima Spirit Pill and Crystal 
Spring Pill that he had made and handed them out. 



Life After Prison Chapter 1939-After handing out the alchemical pills to Diane 
and others, Severin smiled and said, “You can use these alchemical pills to 
assist in your training. Let me know if you need more.” At that point, he was a 
sixth–grade medium–rank alchemist. Even though the success rate of refining 
a Crysta Spring Pill was only fifty percent, there was still enough for his family 
to use. 

Looking at the alchemical pills Severin took out, although it was only the size 
of a thumb, it exuded a strong herb fragrance. The emerald green pills had a 
few thin golden lines running through it as if it was completely natural. It was 
also shining brilliantly with a supernatural aura. 

Gilda and the others were level three supreme saints, and they had seen 
everything under the sun after staying at Gradiuno Sect for so long. The 
moment Severin took out the alchemical pills, they instantly recognized what 
pills they were! 

Diane did not take the alchemical pill, but said with a concerned look on her 
face, “Severin, are you sure. 

you want to give us the alchemical pills? Don’t you need them for your 
cultivation?” Gilda frowned slightly and nodded in agreement with what Diane 
said. She looked at Severin. “She’s right. We’re happy that you care about us, 
but the Crystal Spring Pills are just too valuable. You should use them for your 
cultivation instead!” Sheila and Sofia did not say anything, but the fact that 
they did not take the pills said it all. As his wives and supreme saint cultivators 
themselves, they naturally knew the preciousness of this Crystal Spring Pill. 
There were more than twenty Crystal Spring Pills floating in front of them at 
that moment, which they knew was everything Severin had. 

Severin could not help but laugh out loud when he saw the expressions on 
their faces. He knew that his wives had misunderstood. 

Crystal Spring Pill was indeed very precious among elite disciples. In fact, 
most elite disciples would not be able to get their hands on one. Even core 
disciples could only get one pill per month at most. 

When Severin first joined Grandiuno, he was given ten by Oskar because of 
his outstanding talent. Later, when he reached the third place in the Top 
Alchemist ranking, Oskar sent Ferland to give him a few more. Severin felt 
warm and fuzzy when he saw how much all of his wives cared about him. 
Thus, he decided to stop teasing them. 



He laughed heartily. “I happened to break through and become a sixth–grade 
alchemist a few days ago. These Prima Spirit Pills and Crystal Spring Pills are 
all made by me personally, so feel free to use them! 

Before the girls could react, he distributed the alchemical pills floating in front 
of him to Gilda and the girls all looked shocked, then excited and happy. 

Gilda’s face was full of joy, as if she was the one who became a sixth–grade 
alchemist. “Severin, have you really become a sixth–grade alchemist?” Diane, 
however, was skeptical, and there was a bit of anger in her almond– shaped 
eyes. She raised her little fist Severin and said in mock fierceness, “You better 
not be lying just to get us to take the alchemical pills!” “Of course I’m not 
lying!” Severin did not know whether to laugh or cry. He was telling the truth 
and yet they did not seem to believe him! 

Faced with the doubtful and curious looks of his wives, he had no choice but 
to slowly recount his experience in the Alchemy Tower. After learning the 
whole story, they finally believed him, because when they came out of their 
retreat, the Great Elder and Wuhlrichi had told them about Severin’s 
adventures in the Alchemy Tower. 

Life After Prison Chapter 1940-Selene looked at Severin with stars in her eyes 
after listening to the story. She could not hide the pride. she felt toward her 
father! 

“Wow, Daddy! You’re so awesome!” she exclaimed before kissing Severin on 
the cheek. 

Severin patted Selene’s head with a smile. “You’re also awesome, 
sweetheart. 

You are now a level nine royal saint, and I’m sure you’ll be able to break 
through to the realm of supreme saint in no time!” A radiant immediately 
appeared on Selene’s face when she heard that. She looked even cuter with a 
snot bubble coming out of her nose. 

Severin simply smiled and stroked Selene’s head. Sheila did not know 
whether to laugh or cry at the father and daughter hyping each other up. 
Recalling the past, she only felt that the gap between her and Severin was 
getting wider and wider. 



“Severin, I feel that we are getting farther and farther away from you, and it’s 
difficult to catch up.” she said with a sigh. 

“Yes, it took us more than half a year before we finally broke through. But it 
took you no time at all to become a sixth–grade alchemist!” said Sofia gently 
with a smile. 

Diane fully agreed with what the two sisters said. She picked up an alchemical 
pill, looked at it, and then said, “It all feels like a dream.” Gilda immediately 
jumped to Severin’s defense. She glanced at Diane, Sheila, Sofia with her 
face hidden, and then said with a sweet smile, “That’s enough, ladies. It’s a 
good thing that Severin has become stronger.” The girls nodded when they 
heard this. When they left Skyblue Sect, the girls all knew that Severin had 
broken through to fifth–grade alchemist. 

Although they were not alchemists, they were well aware that there were 
many difficulties in the path of alchemy. In fact, the bottlenecks one would 
have to face were similar to those in the path of cultivation. 

Now that Severin had become a sixth–grade alchemist, his status in the 
Grandiuno Sect would definitely increase, which would also be beneficial to 
them. Besides, they were so happy for him that they had no time to hold a 
grudge against him. 

After lovingly squeezing Selene’s little face, Severin smiled and sold to 
everyone, “How about we have a little party in the evening? It’s not that often 
we are all out of retreat at the same time.” Since entering the Grandiuno Sect, 
either he has been training in seclusion or Diane and the girls had +15 
BONUS two fingers. 

The girls nodded in agreement. Especially when Selene heard that there was 
going to be a party, she clapped her little hands happily. “Yay. Daddy, 
Mommy, it’s been so long since I had barbecue!” Severin could not help but 
smile. He stood up and went to buy the ingredients for the barbecue. Not long 
after he came back, he lit a fire in the yard and started grilling the food. 

Wuhlricht and the other Great Elders were also brought over to work as free 
labor. Severin had not seen them for a long time either. During the party, 
everyone drank spiritual wine and took a break from their busy schedule to get 
together. 



It was not until late at night that the party ended. After he had a shower, 
Severin went straight to Gilda’s room, and soon passionate moanings could 
be heard coming out of it.. 

 


